Course Technology:
Canvas

All content is in
Canvas.
0 pt: Canvas is not used
1pt: students are
redirected to 3rd party
platform
3 pt: 3rd party platform
is used with some
integration
5 pt: all content is in
Canvas and used with
full integration if
needed
5

Navigation &
Layout

Blueprint is followed
without changes.
0 pt: not at all
1 pt: major changes
3 pt: some changes
5 pt: no changes

5

Learning
Objectives

Accessibility

Assessment

Assessment

The course adheres to
general accessibility
guidelines.
0 pt: content is posted
in image form or
information is color
coded
2 pt: doc, ppt, etc. are
posted instead of pdf
5 pt: all content is
accessible

Canvas Gradebook is
up to date with grades
Learning objectives are
listed with measurable Assessment activities to date and feedback
on assignments.
with instructor
actions to be
feedback are provided. 0 pt: absent
completed in the
2 pt: some grades
0 pt: absent
lesson.
10 pt: all grades but no
5 pt: sometimes
0 pt: absent
feedback
10 pt: frequently
1 pt: sometimes
15 pt: all grades and
15 pt: consistently
3 pt: frequently
feedback
5 pt: consistently

5

5

15

15

Instructional
Content

Instructional
Content

Course homepage

Profile

Availability

Instructional materials
are provided for each
module.
0 pt: materials are
missing
2 pt: content is limited
to textbook readings
10 pt: content is
adequate in volume
but limited to passive
learning
15 pt: materials are
abundant, varied, and
include interaction

Instructors are
responsible for
Course includes
ensuring that their
Homepage materials
activities that provide
modules and course
are all present and
opportunities for
both the syllabus and Instructor has updated materials are
interaction (e.g.
communication policy profile in Canvas that published so students
discussions) and the
can access them.
includes a brief
have been updated.
instructor is visibly
biography and picture. 0 pt: content is not
0 pt: absent
engaged.
available
0 pt: no
5 pt: just syllabus
0 pt: absent
2 pt: only the current
5 pt: yes
10 pt: both syllabus
5 pt: sometimes
module is available
and communication
10 pt: frequently
5 pt: current and all
policy
15 pt: consistently
previous modules are
available

15

15

10

5

5

TOTAL COURSE SCORE

100

